Abstract -Foil-excited spectra of multiply charged A1 ions in the spectral range s300-1000 A have been recorded at 10, 20, 30 and 45 MeV beam energies using the Uppsala tandem accelerator. Radiative lifetimes of some of the low-lying levels in 3-, 4-and 5-electron A1 were measured using the beam-foil time of flight method. Oscillator strengths have been derived from the measurements and will be compared with theory.
INTRODUCTION
Oscillator strengths for allowed transitions between low-lying levels of multiply charged ions are of interest for the study of high temperature plasmas C1,23. In this work we have studied some An=O transitions in 3-, 4-and 5-electron A1 using the beam foil method. The experiment was performed at the Tandemaccelerator Laboratory in Uppsala.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT Fig. 1 shows the experimental arrangement. The monochromator used in the present work is a 1 m -instrument of the Seya-Namioka type, designed and built at the Uppsala laboratory. The photons were detected with a channeltron (Eendix/~ul-lard). In order to move the grating for spectral scans as well as translating the foil for lifetime measurement's, stepping motors were used, each step corresponding to a preset value of integrated beam current, collected in a Faraday cup behind the foil.
RESULTS
Spectral scans in the wavelength region 
